We consider a structural approach to the consensus building problem in multi-group multi-layer (MGML) distributed sensor networks (DSNs) common in many natural and engineering applications. From among the possible network structures, we focus on bipartite graph structure as it represents a typical MGML structure and has a wide applicability in the real world. We establish exact conditions for consensus and derive a precise relationship between the consensus value and the degree distribution of nodes in a bipartite MGML DSN. We also demonstrate that for subclasses of connectivity patterns, convergence time and simple characteristics of network topology can be captured by explicit algebra. Direct inference of the convergence behavior of consensus strategies from MGML DSN structure is the main contribution of this paper. The insights gained from our analysis facilitate the design and development of large-scale DSNs that meet specific performance criteria.
. Four sample networks, each consisting of 16 nodes (12 member nodes V1 to V12, and four leader nodes, C1 to C4) and four groups. In each group, one node serves as the leader. Information flows in both directions, that is, from the agents to the leaders and from the leaders to the agents.
for sensor network applications [14] . Hierarchical graph structure (Figure 1(b) ), a generalization of the bipartite graph structure, can capture more complex MGML communication schemes.
In this paper, we focus first on the bipartite graph structure, and analyze this structure in detail. Then, we briefly discuss the hierarchical graph structure, which is a simple generalization of the bipartite structure. Our objective is to investigate the effect of network structure on the convergence behavior of consensus building strategies for MGML DSNs. Specifically, we take a structural approach to study the research questions of interest in consensus building, including whether consensus can be reached by the network, what is the final consensus value, and how many iterations are needed to reach the consensus. These results allow us to explicitly design DSNs with connectivity patterns that meet the desirable performance specifications without using complicated numerical computations. Next, we describe the main contributions of this paper and provide a brief review of the most relevant literature in the field with the aim of connecting with and distinguishing our work from the existing literature.
(1) Systematic approach to study consensus building algorithms in MGML DSNs. Consensus building studies are mostly concerned with single-group single-layer networks consisting of egalitarian sensor nodes [1, 15, 16] . We focus on MGML consensus building dynamics in this paper. We will show that through a simple manipulation, the dynamics can be transformed to a simple first-order dynamics captured by a stochastic (or equivalently Laplacian) matrix widely studied in the literature (see a tutorial paper [4] ). We then use algebraic graph theory to connect the network structure with its dynamics and to provide useful insights into network design [17] . (2) Direct inference of convergence behavior of consensus strategies from simple features of MGML DSN structure. Complementary to the existing studies (e.g., [3] ), which provide general results relating network structure with its performance, we derive explicit closedform relationship between the two. Some efforts on directly relating network structure and the performance can be found in [15, 16] ). We further extend these explicit structure-dependent performance analysis to more complex graph structures. (3) Effective design of communication structure for a desired consensus value and convergence time. Our analytical results linking MGML communication structure and consensus performance lead to efficient and scalable strategies for designing DSNs (e.g., through the selection of the number of leaders and network connections) to meet desirable performance requirements. This is different from many numerical network design studies such as [1] , in which a semi-definite programming approach is used to find optimal network design for fast convergence. Some limited studies on systematic network designs can also be found in [18] [19] [20] . (4) Novel way to investigate algebraic graph theory-related aspects from indirect graphs rather than graphs directly associated with network dynamics. In this paper, the network structures directly associated with network dynamics are much more complicated than the commonly studied structures in the literature [15, 16] . However, by working with indirect/hidden graphs 655 (e.g., the graphs capturing MGML routing structures), many structure-related results can be obtained. Investigating indirect graphs provides a new way to classifying network structures and finding the connections between network structures and the associated dynamics.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following. In Section 2, we formulate the research problem, and Section 3 includes results on consensus building for bipartite MGML structures. Discussions and future directions are provided in Section 4.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We begin with a functional description of the network. Each sensor node in the network has the same functionality in the sense of sensing and information processing. However, in each group, some sensor nodes are designated as leaders or fusion centers (see Figure 2 (a)). To facilitate our analysis, we remove the sensing functionality from fusion centers, and introduce the concept of virtual fusion centers (VFCs), whose responsibilities are solely on establishing connections within and between the groups (as shown in Figure 2(b) ). The VFCs are represented by square nodes, the sensors are represented by circles, and the communication links are represented by edges. The functionality of a VFC can be implemented at any node. Our focus in this paper is on networks whose structure can be mapped to a bipartite graph as shown in Figure 1 (a) (see [14] for a detailed description). Bipartite graphs, are also known as Tanner graphs [13] , in coding theory. The networking structure of a bipartite graph is represented by its parity matrix, also referred to as routing matrix in the context of a DSN. Assuming that a DSN has m VFCs and n sensor nodes, its structure can be captured by a m n routing matrix H , in which the entry in .i, j / is set to "1" if there is communication link between the i th VFC and the j th sensor node. For instance, the routing matrix associated with Figure 2 is H D
the degrees (i.e., the number of communication links) of all VFC nodes are the same, we say that the DSN is regular. Now let us describe the consensus building process. The motivation for the consensus building strategies that we study comes from the belief propagation concepts developed by Gallager in 1963 [12] with applications to channel coding and Pearl's algorithm developed in the 1980s in artificial intelligence community. It begins with the sensors observing a common phenomenon by taking their own measurements. The iterative consensus building algorithm is consisted of two operations in each iteration: (1) Forward operation-each sensor sends its own value to the VFC to which it is connected; and (2) Backward operation-each VFC updates the sensor nodes with its new result according to some averaging algorithm.
A VFC may employ a linear or a nonlinear process to aggregate its input dependent upon the type of application. In this paper, it is assumed that the collected values from all connected sensor nodes are aggregated by a simple averaging operation based on the number of sensors that the VFC receives information from. In other words, each VFC calculates the average of all observations it receives and sends this new estimate to each connected sensor node. Each sensor node then updates its value by taking the average of new estimates it receives from the connected VFCs. We refer to this typical consensus building algorithm as the iterative averaging algorithm. 
INFERRING CONSENSUS FROM NETWORK STRUCTURE
In this section, we analyze the impact of network structure on consensus condition and convergence time, using the MGML DSN model and the iterative averaging algorithm formulated in Section 2. We first present the general conditions for convergence in consensus building strategies and the consensus estimate from structure in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we discuss an important performance measure-the time needed to reach consensus. We provide results that directly infer convergence time from some very simple structural characteristics of a DSN, such as the number and degrees of sensor nodes and VFCs, and so on.
Condition for convergence and estimate of the consensus value in consensus building strategies
In order to analyze the convergence behavior of consensus strategies, let us first obtain the dynamics of sensor values. We introduce a vector xOEk 2 R n 1 to hold the values of all sensor nodes at cycle k. According to the iterative averaging algorithm, after the forward operation, the values held at the VFCs are yOEk C 1 D K 2 H xOEk, where the m m diagonal matrix K 2 D OEd iag.H 1 n 1 / 1 . Here, diag() represents the operation that places the vector in the parenthesis onto the main diagonal. Similarly, the values at the sensors after the backward operation can be computed using
The effect of the two operations in one cycle can be captured by the following LTI difference equation:
where A is the system matrix, capturing the direct network structure associated with the consensus building dynamics (see Figure 2 (c) for an example). We note that even though the routing structure associated with H is bipartite, the direct network structure can be very complicated. The eigenvalues of A provide rich information into the system dynamics, and in turn on the convergence behavior of the consensus strategy. We note that (1) maps the consensus problem in bipartite networks to a typical discrete-time first-order consensus problem studied in the literature, and hence general results presented in, for example, [1, 3] can be adapted for our analysis. Different from many of these studies, the system matrix in (1) is not necessarily symmetric. Here in Theorem 1, let us first describe the properties of eigenvalues associated with A, through the introduction of a new symmetric matrix O A. We denote the normalized left and right eigenvectors associated with eigenvalue i of A as w T i and v i , respectively.
Theorem 1
The eigenvalues of the system matrix A described in (1) are real, simple, and reside between 0 and 1. At least one eigenvalue is equal to 1. Moreover, the multiplicity of the eigenvalue with a value 0 is greater than or equal to n m.
Proof
Because A is a stochastic matrix, it has at least one eigenvalue at 1 with associated right eigenvector 1 n 1 . Now let us show that the eigenvalues of matrix A are real, simple, and nonnegative. To do this, let us show that the eigenvalues of A are the same as the eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix O A D
K
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As shown in Theorem 1, because the eigenvalues are real and reside between 0 and 1, we can denote the range of eigenvalues of the system matrix A as 1 D 1 > 2 > : : : > n > 0. In Theorem 2, we will give the necessary and sufficient condition for consensus, and present a quantitative description of the dependence of consensus value on network structure captured by the routing matrix H . We note that general results on consensus condition and consensus value in terms of system matrix A are well known [1, 3, 4] . Theorem 2 describes the results in terms of the routing matrix H instead of the system matrix A.
Theorem 2
First, let us prove the "if" condition. Because all the sensor nodes are connected, we know that the system matrix A is irreducible. Moreover, because the underlining Markov chain for A is ergodic ‡ , from the Perron-Frobenius theorem [17] , we know the following facts: (1) the dominant eigenvalue of A, 1 , is 1 and strictly larger than the magnitudes of all other eigenvalues; and (2) the right eigenvector associated with it, v 1 , is 1 n 1 . The two facts guarantee that the sensor nodes will reach the same value asymptotically.
To prove the "only if" condition, let us note the fact that if sensor nodes are not connected, matrix A will have at least two eigenvalues at 1. The eigenvectors associated with all eigenvalues of "1" will contribute to the final consensus. Hence, the sensor nodes cannot reach consensus.
In the case that the consensus condition is satisfied, the final value of xOEk can be calculated as w 1 T xOE0. It can be easily checked that w 1 T D Theorem 2 gives the condition for convergence of the consensus strategy and the dependence of consensus value on initial values of all sensor nodes. We note that in works such as [1] , the final consensus value is an average of all sensor nodes' initial values. In reality, sensor nodes may contribute unequally to the final consensus value; hence, we allow the contribution of each sensor to the consensus value as a free design variable. It is also interesting to notice that the degrees of VFCs do not impact the final consensus value. In fact, the degrees of sensor nodes (the column sum of H matrix, as indicated by 1 1 m H ) are the sole factors in determining the final consensus value. The final consensus value is the average of the initial conditions weighted by the corresponding sensor nodes' degrees. This simple relationship allows us to quickly design routing structure (captured by the routing matrix H ) to achieve certain consensus value. In particular, we can achieve the desired consensus value by assigning important sensor nodes with higher degrees. Theorem 2 naturally leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 1
Consider a MGML DSN represented by a bipartite graph with routing matrix H . Given that the DSN can reach consensus, the final consensus value is the average of all initial values if the degrees of all sensor nodes are the same.
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of its initial value) is log 2 ı as ı ! 0, where 2 ¤ 0 is the second largest eigenvalue associated with the system matrix A. The case that 2 D 0 is trivial in that consensus can be reached in one iteration. Whereas this quantitative result is important and well known, it does not directly tell us the convergence time from DSN structures. In the rest of this section, we relate the structure of the routing matrix H to 2 ¤ 0, and in turn to the convergence time. In Theorem 3 and Corollary 2, we consider a general DSN structure first and then present the results for a regular DSN.
Theorem 3
The second largest eigenvalue of the system matrix A associated with a general DSN model represented by a bipartite graph can be found as the maximum of P m i D1 .K is subject to the following constraints: (1)
A is symmetric. The Courant-Fischer theorem informs us that the second largest eigenvalue 2 associated with A (or O A) can be found as [17] 2 D max
1 ,jjxjjD1
Let us introduce a new vector y D K 
Corollary 2
Considering a regular DSN, the second largest eigenvalue of the system matrix A can be found as the maximum of
, where p is the regular degree of VFCs, and y 2 R n 1 is subject to the following constraints: (1)
Proof
This result can be derived directly from Theorem 2, with the observation that K 2 D 1 p I . Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 provide an approach to obtain the second largest eigenvalue from the routing structure H , and hence the convergence time for various subclasses of DSNs. Complementing the results in the consensus building literature [1] , we show in Theorems 4, 5, and 6 that convergence time can be directly obtained from some simple structural characteristics for subclasses of MGML DSNs.
Theorem 4
Consider a regular DSN that contains m groups. Each group has 1 VFC and k > 1 sensor nodes that communicate with it. In each group, there is one and only one node that communicates with all VFCs. No other cross-group communication exists. The consensus time for this regular DSN is log k 1 kCm 1 ı.
Proof
The DSN considered in the theorem has m VFCs with regular degree p D k C m 1 and n D mk sensor nodes. Without loss of generality, let us index the sensor node within group i and communicates with all VFCs with 1 C k.i 1/. Moreover, we introduce set S containing the indices of such sensor nodes for all groups, and set G i containing the indices of all sensor nodes in group i.
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Let us define the Lagrange operator L as
The optimal solution for (y l ,˛,ˇ) is the one that satisfies 
Equation (4) informs us that for each group i from 1 to m, y l are equal for all l 2 G i S , because
Finally, let us obtain the maximum of
. Using the constraint that m 2 y 1 C .k 1/ P m i D1 y k.i 1/C2 D 0 and the observations from (4), we obtain
The case k D 1 is trivial as 2 D 0 and consensus can be reached in one iteration. The equality holds when y i D 0 for all i 2 S. Hence, the maximum of
Because the second largest eigenvalue 2 is the maximum of
, we obtain 2 D k 1 kCm 1 . Theorem 4 says that for a common class of DSN that contains multiple groups, and in each of the groups exists a leader that communicates to all the other leaders, the consensus time is only dependent on the number of groups and the number of nodes in each group. For example, for the DSN structure shown in Figure 3 , according to Theorem 4, 2 can be directly obtained as 0.5, and the consensus time as log 0.5 ı. It is worthwhile to note that the value of the theorem resides in largescale networks, for which the consensus time can be inferred directly from simple characteristics of DSN structures, without any complicated numerical computation.
Theorem 5
Consider a DSN containing two VFCs with regular degree p and n < 2p sensor nodes. The consensus time is log n p In Theorem 5, we consider another class of regular DSN containing two VFCs. The consensus time can be directly inferred from the regular degree and the number of sensor nodes in the DSN. The theorem is exemplified in an example shown in Figure 4 (a). According to Theorem 5, we can directly obtain the second largest eigenvalue as 2 5 , and therefore the consensus time as log 0.4 ı.
In the next theorem, we consider an irregular DSN that has one and only one sensor node that communicates with all VFCs.
Theorem 6
Consider a DSN that contains m > 2 groups (see Figure 4(b) ). Each group has 1 VFC and k > 1 sensor nodes that communicate with it. There exists one and only one sensor node in the DSN that communicates with all VFCs. No other cross-group communication exists. The consensus time for this DSN is log k kC1 ı.
Proof
The DSN considered in the theorem has m VFCs and n D mk sensor nodes. Let us use G i to indicate the set containing the indices of sensor nodes in group i. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the index of the sensor node communicating with all VFCs is 1, and the group containing this particular sensor node is group 1. Moreover, we assume that the sensor nodes in group i are indexed from k.i 1/ C 1 to ki. 
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Let us use Theorem 3 to obtain 2 , which is the maximum of
, where y is subject to the constraint:
Using Lagrange multipliers, we can show that for each group i from 1 to m, all entries of y corresponding to the sensor node inside a group G i ¹1º are the same. This result is discussed in the proof of Theorem 4. Further, similar to the proof of Theorem 4, we find when m ¤ 2,
The equality holds when y 1 D 0. Denoting y 2 2 be X and
be Y , the preceding equation becomes
The equality holds when y i 2G 1 D 0. The proof is complete.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we study bipartite structure as a typical MGML communication structure and show that consensus properties can be directly inferred from the characteristics of its routing structure. Theorems 4, 5, and 6 demonstrate three classes of DSNs, whose convergence time can be directly obtained from connectivity structures based upon the results in Theorem 3. Using this approach, we can obtain similar results for other classes of DSNs, including many irregular DSNs. We emphasize that by linking eigenvalues with the properties of the indirect routing matrix H rather than the system matrix A directly, rich structural information can be brought out to aid in the network analysis and design. The inference of eigenvalue from the structure of graphs (especially asymmetric graphs) is not a trivial task. This work provides an interesting approach to expose hidden graph structure that is not obvious from the graph directly associated with network dynamics; such hidden structure may help to address algebraic graph problems with rich insights.
These results also provide a direct approach to DSN design. First, the degrees for sensor nodes can be selected to reach desired consensus value. Consensus time can also be achieved through the DSN design. For instance, for the class of DSNs considered in Theorem 4, we can easily choose the number of VFCs for any predefined convergence time by using the explicit relation between 2 and the number of VFCs. Considering a network containing 1000 sensor nodes and the desired convergence time of 10 (associated with ı D 0.01) , we can calculate that m D 25 by solving for log 1000 m 1 1000 m Cm 1 0.01 6 10 (according to the inequality log 2 ı 6 k). The results are particularly useful when large-scale networks are considered, as existing numerical solutions for computing convergence times can be very time-consuming [1] .
The results presented so far are focused on bipartite graphical models. However, they can be easily extended to other graphical models and iterative consensus algorithms as well. For instance, let us consider a three-layer hierarchical tree structure. The system dynamics for this three-layer hierarchical structure (see Figure 1(b) 
